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STRONG YIELD STARK EJT'ECT 

John A. Boys and W.E. Flygare 
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ABS1AC 

The enerr levels of a rigid asynmetriC rotor containing 

one or more quadrupolar nuclei and subject to an electric field 

are discussed for the case in which the Stark effect energies 

are larger than those arising from cuadrupole coupling effects. 

The theory is applied to quantitatiVe Stark effect measure-

ments on coc1235 	 The dipole moments determined 

by this method are 1.17 and 1.3, respectively. 
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The topic of the ener' levels of a r1414 rotor containing at leact 

one quadrupolar nucleus and subject to a apace fixed electric field has 

been diacuaced by a nunber of anthore 	noFa 1  has considered the case of 

a linear rotor; Low and Townes extended the theory to the syminstric rotor; 

and Mizie1iin 3  has diacuened the aeytnetria rotor. However, althougji the 

problem Is in principle solved, there appears to be no discussion of the 

explicit results for the asymnetric rotor in the atrona field cane or of 

the simplificationa in eoiuputational and experirenteLL procedure which result 

in certain cases. These simplificatione, and their use, will be discussed 

below; we ahall begin with a brief reewne of the theory. 

The io called 'first order" Hm1 itonian, which correctl,y specifies 

those watrix elements of the quadrupole cue rr which are diajonJ. in .1, in 

61v0u by ,  

HZjeQj<(>L3( 	

.)2+( 	
)2j2J 

x [ 2J(2J-1) x ( 21 1. _1 ) 

Thelevel splitting factor eQ1  <(_ 	> 	be expresscd as 
 !z , / 

eQ <(4)> 
z i 

where the components of the vector are the &treotion cosine operators role-

ting the space fixed z axis with the zlacule fixed sbc azse; 	in the 

uadzitpole coupling tensor for the ith nucleus and is a no3ecular constant. 

The presence of an electric field E along thez axis gives rise to an 

cidditionzl contribution to the energy specified by R 	- 	. 	The tàtel 

energy is then the sume of L, R8, 	' 	
the latter being the usual rigid 

asy.. tric rotor czpro scion. 
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Since e are interested, in the case in which the Stark pertUr'b&tion 	- 

is much larger than the uadrupole perturbation, we choose to represent H 

in the (J,t, M, i i, , M1 ) basis, M being the qLuentum nunber specifying the 

basis are 
value of the 	coctpotieflt of 	. 

The mtrix eleraeflts of H 3  in this  

well known, cf, Townes and Scbawlov. The matrix eleitits of have been 

(Lescribed- 5  and their use in Stark effect calculations has been thorOUilY dis-

cussed. Values of these elements are also rec.uired in calculating the 

level splitting factors and may be obtained from published tables of line 

strengths or by direct calculation with the aid of high speed coraUter3. For 

the present purpose we shall assume these values as given and remrk only 

that all elements of are diagonal in M. 

Thus, we are left with the ezpre&sion F 	3(I J)2  + (I 3) - 	
J2 

as the only remaining operator whose matrix elements must be evaluated. These 

elements have been given by Kellogg, et alo and the result for the on-diagOnal 

element is 

< 	+. i)j ~3M2  

The only  nonvniehing off-diagonal elements satisfy the relationS AM 4-  1, 

AM 	1 or the relations AM - 2, AM 	. 
2; accordingly there are no off- 

1  

diagonal terms which simultaneOuslY contain a contribution from EQ  and.  HS  

Since we are interested In the strorg field case, le, the situation in which 

the effect of the off-diagonal terms of H is negligible conipared to that 
of 

the 	terms, we shall have no need for these values of the elements of 1t. 



APPLICATI OI 

In certain cases the theory of the previous section takes on a particular-

• 	 ly sinxple form. It is the purpose of this section to ahow how this occurs and 

to present the experimental results for CH2CC1 5  and for 

In the (J,v, M, i, M1 ) basis, and for a rigid asyirnnetric rotor containing 

two equivalently situated quadrupolar nuclei of spin 3/2, we have 

< JIM 3/2 M 3/2 M 2  I H I  JrM 3/2 M1  3/2 ?42> 

eQ < 	{ 	- J(J+l)j [l(2J1)Y 1 [3 2  +- 15/2 
oz 

where 

2 	 2 e.< - ->( 	X + b Xbb + zc  cc 

and the nucleus index is no longer required. The 14 1  dependent term above can 

assume the three values +6, 0, and -6. The occurence of the value zero leads 

to a set of levels ispecified by M + 2 = lO/1  and -J <M < J which for 

zero Stark field are conletely degenerate. 

Eimination of the off-diagonal elements of F7 shows that various members 

of this degenerate set will be connected by elements of HQ . Since application 

of an electric field will remove the degeneracy between the level MgxO and the 

other magnetic sublevels, we see that for sufficiently large field these 

off-diagonal terms in H may be ignored and the (J,'r, M, I, I4) rerescntation 

becomes appropriate. 

These considerations suggest that in the strong field case quantitative 

Stark effect data for the 1X=0 .cononent of an H branch transition will be 

relatively siimle to interpret. In addition, it is found experimentally that 

inhomogenlety of the Stark field leads to broadening of the absorption lines 

and a consequent decrease in accuracy. Hence, there is the added require-

meat that this transition is one which is easily "driven into the strong 



field case. This consideration suggests that a O -. 1 transition would be 

appropriate: The J 0 level in not pertui9ed by H and, in the usual 

case, the energy of J = 1 N = 0 will increase with increasing E while that 

of the levels J 1 M + 1 will decrease.. 

Thus, for the two nolecules of concern here, attention was confined to 

the 0
00 11,transition. For this transition the appearance of the absorp-

tion line once the strong field case has been reached will be that of a 

synn2etric triplet with the center member being the raost intense.. Since there 

are no near degeneracies amongst the J0,1,2 levels coupled by 11 5  the 

frequency will vary linearly In E2  Moreover, when .a plot of frequency versus 

is made the straight lines resulting from the strong field case when extra- 

polated to 	0, will yield the frequencies v and v + eQ, < 	> \' being 
0• 	0 

the frequency corresnonding to II alone. Since V0  can be directly observed, 

and. since. e(Z 	> is obtainable from 	one can use these values as well 

as the characteristic triplet appearance to prove that the strong field case 

has been reached. 8  Lastly, it should be noted that since H., makes no contribu-

tion to the frequency of the center neaber of the triplet, strong field data 

for this component ;iy be treated as if quath'upoie cotQling were absent. 

Subject to experirnta1 imitations the predictions above were confIried 

for both C0C12 35  and CH2CC...2 35 . The results obtained for COC1 2  are shown 

in Fig. 1 which is a plot of the observed frequency of the center couponent 

2 
versus E . The solid line shows the strong field observations .wiiile the 

dotted line shows the required extrapolation to the observed V0. The strong 

- 	 field triplet -was. observed but no quantitative masurements could be made on 

the outer menerc because of interference by absorption lines with slow Stark 

effect; at higher fields broadening limited resolution sufficiently so that 
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only data on the center of the symmetric iultiplét could be safely used. 

a 
Using the rotational constants of Robinson' and machine calculated values 

of the direction cosine elements the data of Fig. 1 yield P I. 
I 
17 + .011) 

or C0Ci23 . A previous measurement by the dielectric constant method gave 

10 a value 1.18. 

Measurements of the type above were also performed on the 000 -' 111 

transition of cH20012  and again confirmed the expectations for the strong 

field case. By an identical procedure and with the rotational eonstaits of Sekino 

and Nishikawa
11 
 the value il  1.34 + .011) was determined. In this case it 

proved possible to o)Staln a measurement of the entire triplet for a field 

strength of 3.16 esu/cm. For this field, and for the value 	1.3)41), the 

calculated freq.uency interval 12  between the center and the outer conxponents 

is + 1.5 Mc; observed values were -1.3 and + 1.4 Mc, 

Lastly, it may be noted that it has not proved possible to make strong 

field measurements on the 0 
CX) - i 1,

l 
 transition of cis CHC135  CHC13 , This 

fact Is in accord with the theory and has its origin in a 0.3 kMc near de-

geteracy between the 
111  and 202  levels. The result is that the enerr of 

both the 14=0 and 141 states of the 1 level decrease with increasing field. 11 

Thus, even though Stark displacements in excess of 100 Mc are easily obtained, 

the M deneracy is not sufficiently removed to oiercome the quadrupole coupling 

effect. 
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